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Abstract 
A sample of three-jet events containing a lepton with high momentum and transverse mo-
mentum is selected from hadronic decays of the Z0 . The presence of the lepton indicates the 
semi-leptonic decay of a bottom quark and allows us, in combination with energy ordering of 
the jets, to distinguish between quark and gluon jets. The sign of the lepton charge is used 
to identify jets originating from positively and negatively charged quarks, for the jets with the 
lepton and for the high energy jets. Defining the jet charge by summing the charge of the par-
ticles a.ssigned to a jet, it is observed that the mean jet charge of the quark jets is incompatible 
with zero and that the sign of the jet charge corresponds to that expected from the charge of 
the primary quark. In contrast, the mean charge of the gluon jets is consistent with zero. 
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1 Introduction 
Differences between quark and gluon jets are predicted by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) 
due to the distinct colour charge of quarks and gluons. One also expects differences because 
of their different electric charge. A quantitative measure for the latter differences is the jet 
charge, which is usually defined to be the momentum or rapidity weighted sum of the jet 
particle charges. Jet charges were first discussed by Field and Feynman [1] as a means of 
detecting the different charges of up- and down-type quarks. The different electric charge of 
quark and gluon jets was observed by the U A1 Collaboration [2] in pp collisions. They found 
that the mean jet charges for u and u jets were positive and negative, respectively, and that the 
mean charge of gluon jets was compatible with zero. In e+e- annihilations, evidence for charged 
partons was provided by the TASSO Collaboration [3] through the observation of correlations 
between the quark jet charges in two-jet events. The CLEO Collaboration observed the lack of 
long range charge correlations in Y -+ ggg decays, in contrast to qq continuum events, which 
is consistent with the gluon being electrically neutral [4]. No direct investigations of the gluon 
jet charge have been made in e+e- annihilations, however. In this study we compare the jet 
charges of b, b and gluon jets collected with the OPAL detector at the e+e- collider LEP in 
1990 and 1991. The jet samples are obtained from three-jet events in hadronic Z0 decays, which 
contain a lepton with high momentum and transverse momentum indicating the semi-leptonic 
decay of a bottom quark. The presence of the lepton, in combination with energy ordering of 
the jets, allows the identification of quark and gluon jets as discussed in [5] and [6]. 
2 The OPAL detector and the selection of 
multi-hadronic events 
The OPAL detector is described in detail in [7]. Charged tracks are measured with the central 
detector, consisting of a vertex detector, a jet chamber and z-chambers. The jet chamber 
provides up to 159 space points per track. Its track-finding efficiency is close to 100% in the 
region I cos Ill < 0.92, where II is the angle with respect to the incoming electron beam direction. 
Energy from electromagnetically interacting particles is detected by a calorimeter composed of 
lead glass blocks. Each block subtends approximately 40x40 mrad2 • The calorimeter is divided 
into a cylindrical barrel and end caps. Its total solid angle coverage is 98% of 411'. Outside 
the electromagnetic calorimeter is the instrumented iron return yoke of the magnet, forming 
the hadron calorimeter. The muon detector, surrounding the hadron calorimeter, is composed 
of four layers of planar drift chambers in the region I cos Ill < 0.68 and four layers of limited 
streamer chambers in the region 0.60 < I cos 01 < 0.98. The trigger system and the selection 
of hadronic events are described in [8]. The data sample used in this study consists of 482 549 
hadronic zo decays, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 21 pb- 1 . 
For this analysis, the following quality cuts are applied to central detector tracks and clusters 
of contiguous lead glass blocks. Tracks are required to have at least 40 measured space points 
in the jet chamber, a distance of closest approach to the interaction point of less than 2 em in 
the direction perpendicular to the beam axis and less than 50 em along the beam axis. The 
transverse momentum of a track and its angle relative to the beam direction have to exceed 150 
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MeV/c and lcosOI < 0.94, respectively. Clusters have to consist of at least two adjacent lead 
glass blocks and are required to have an energy deposit of at least 100 MeV if they appear in 
the barrel and at least 300 MeV if they appear in the end cap region. Only clusters that are not 
associated with charged tracks are accepted. A cluster in the barrel calorimeter is associated 
with a charged track if the extrapolated track and the cluster match to within a polar angle 0 of 
150 mrad and to within an azimuthal angle¢ of 80 mrad. Clusters in the endcap have to match 
to better than 50 mrad in both 0 and ¢. The angle between the thrust axis, calculated with 
the accepted tracks and clusters, and the e+e- bea.m direction has to satisfy I cos Othru,d < 0.9. 
Any event containing a track with reconstructed momentum greater than 60 GeV /cis rejected. 
3 Selection of three-jet events and quark-gluon separa-
tion 
An invariant mass jet algorithm, which employs the P recombination scheme [9] a.nd a. resolution 
parameter Ycut of 0.02, is used to determine the direction a.nd the number of jets in a given 
event and to associate each track or cluster to one of the jets. Events with three jets, selected 
by the algorithm, a.re in addition required to pa.ss the following cuts: the number of charged 
tracks per jet has to be larger than three a.nd the visible energy of ea.ch jet ha.s to exceed 5 
GeV. Here the visible energy is defined as the sum of the particle energies, where the pion mass 
is assumed for charged tracks and the photon mass for clusters. To select only planar events 
tha.t a.re well contained within the detector, it is required tha.t the sum of the angles between 
the jets exceed 358° a.nd tha.t the angle between the bea.m a.nd jet a.xes satisfy I cos Ojetl < 0.9 
for each jet. 
The jets of an event are ordered according to their energies, calculated from the angles 
between the jets, assuming massless kinematics. Due to the nature of gluon radiation, the 
gluon jet has, in general, a. lower energy than the quark jets. Thus we consider the jet with 
the highest energy to be a quark jet. High energy leptons in hadronic Z0 decays arise primarily 
from the wea.k decays of heavy hadrons. Furthermore, the production of heavy quarks in the 
hadronization of a gluon jet is negligible. Therefore a. jet containing a. high momentum lepton 
is likely to be a quark jet. To separate the remaining qnark a.nd gluon jet we thus require 
tha.t a muon with momentum larger than 4 GeV jc or a.n electron with momentum larger tha.n 
2 GeV /c be observed in one of the two lower energy jets. Electrons which are recognized 
by a secondary vertex finder a.s originating from photon conversions are removed. Details 
concerning the lepton identification criteria are given in [10]. The principle backgroun to the 
lepton identification arises from hadrons which a.re misidentified as leptons and leptons from the 
decay of light quark hadrons. Events where both lower energy jets contain a high momentum 
lepton a.nd events with more than one high momentum lepton in one of these jets are discarded. 
We take the lower energy jet tha.t contains the lepton to be the quark jet and the other lower 
energy jet to be the gluon jet. The purity of the quark and gluon separation is increased by the 
additional requirement that the difference in the calculated energy between the highest energy 
jet and the gluon jet be at least 8 GeV. 
The quark jet sample is a mixture of jets from both positively and negatively charged 
primary quarks and antiquarks. To be sensitive to the sign of the quark charge, subsamples 
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enriched with jets from positive and negative quarks are selected. The selection is based on the 
semi-leptonic decay b-113 --+ c+ 213£-,;c, where the sign of the lepton charge equals that of the 
original quark. Thus the lepton jet is considered to originate from a positive primary quark 
if the lepton charge is positive and from a negative quark if it is negative. Correspondingly, 
the highest energy jet is expected to originate from a positive quark if the lepton charge is 
negative and vice versa. The number of the selected cascade decays b- 113 --+ c+213 --+ e+ vc, 
where the lepton charge and the bottom quark charge have opposite sign, is reduced by the 
requirement that the transverse momentum of the lepton relative to its jet axis be larger than 
0.8 GeV jc for electrons and 1.0 GeV jc for muons. This cut also suppresses background from 
punch-through, charged 1r and K decays, photon conversions and Dalitz decays of the 1r0 • In 
addition, we require that the angle between the lepton momentum and the lepton jet axis be 
smaller than 30° to eliminate events where the lepton is assigned to the wrong jet. The lepton 
was included in the calculation of the jet axis. This selection yields 1481 events, of which 706 
have a positive and 775 a negative lepton in one of the two lower energy jets. The data sample 
is very similar to that used in our studies of the string effect [5] and quark-gluon jet properties 
[6]. The main differences are that we do not define special geometric jet configurations and 
that we explicitly reject cascade and charm quark events by the cut in the lepton transverse 
momentum. 
We estimate the purities of the resulting quark and gluon jet samples using Monte Carlo 
events which include the full simulation of the OPAL detector [11]. Note that this analysis does 
not require a precise knowledge of these Monte Carlo results. They are given for informational 
purposes only. For the underlying QCD generator we use the parton shower model JETSET [12], 
version 7.3. The model parameters have been adjusted to the OPAL data and are given in [13]. 
For those events that pass the three-jet selection, the jet finder is also applied to the partons 
after the QCD shower. About 10% of these events do not consist of three parton jets for the 
chosen Ycut of 0.02. To those events we reapply the jet finder with an appropriate Ycut value 
such that three jets are always found. The three hadron jets are then associated with the 
three parton jets by finding the combination that minimizes the sum of the angular differences 
between them. The parton jets containing the primary quarks and the hadron jets associated 
to them are taken to be the quark jets [5]. The effects of B0-B0 mixing have been estimated 
using the results of [10]. JETSET predicts that the fraction of events with correct identification 
of the quark and gluon jets as well as the quark charges is about 71%. For about 17% of the 
sample, the gluon and the quark jets are recognized correctly but the sign of the primary quarks 
is wrongly assigned. These events are the main source of background. They are partly due to 
B0-B0 mixing, which is estimated to affect about 9% of all events, and partly due to background 
leptons that do not originate from the semi-leptonic decays of the primary quarks. The fraction 
of lepton jets originating from quarks with the quark charge assigned correctly is about 74%. 
The corresponding fraction for the highest energy jets is about the same size. The background 
of quark jets in the gluon jet sample is about 11%. The flavour composition of the events is 
about 81% bottom quarks, 8% charm quarks and 11% light quarks. 
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4 Analysis of the jet charge distributions 
Different jet charge definitions have been employed by various experiments to measure the 
charge of the primary parton of a given jet [2, 14]. In this analysis, the jet charge Q is defined 
to be the sum of the jet particle charges, 
Noh 
Q = 2:: q;, (1) 
i=l 
where N,h is the number of charged particles in the jet and q; is the charge of the i'h particle. 
The jet charge Q has the advantage of simplicity. It takes on integer values only and the total 
jet charge of a complete event measured with an ideal detector is zero. Since the particle charges 
are not weighted with their momenta, Q should be fairly insensitive to possible differences in 
the fragmentation of quarks and gluons. It might, however, be sensitive to the misassociation 
of low momentum particles to the jets and to the loss of particles due to detector effects. We 
will show below that such effects are negligible for our analysis. 
The distributions of Q for the data are presented in fig. 1. The data have not been 
corrected for effects due to detector resolution and selection cuts, because we wish to keep the 
distributions as close to the measurements as possible. The errors are statistical only. The 
results are shown separately for the 775 events with a negative lepton and the 706 events with 
a positive lepton. In fig. 1 (a) we give the distributions for the jets which contain the lepton, 
mainly quark jets with the sign of the charge of the quark equal to that of the lepton. The 
points with errors show the jet charge for the events with a negatively charged lepton; the 
histogram is for the events with a positive lepton. The distributions are not symmetric around 
zero but distinctly shifted to the negative if the lepton is negative and to the positive if the 
lepton is positive. The significance of the shift can be seen from the mean charge values for 
the negative and the positive lepton jets which are summarized in table 1. We observe that the 
charge of the lepton jet is incompatible with zero and that its sign corresponds to that of the 
primary quark charge. 
The jet charge distribution of the lepton jet might be biased by the presence of the lepton 
which enters the jet charge and is also used to assign the charge of the primary quark. Thus we 
look next at the other quark jet, shown in fig. 1 (b), which is the jet with the highest energy 
and is unbiased. Again the distributions are not centered at zero, but are shifted to positive 
values for negative lepton events and to negative values for positive lepton events. The mean 
values are (Q) = +0.25 ± 0.05 for negative lepton events and (Q) = -0.23 ± 0.05 for positive 
lepton events. Again we see that the quark jet charge is incompatible with zero and that its 
sign corresponds to that of the presumed quark charge. This observation indicates that the 
mean jet charge is indeed a sensitive measure of the primary quark charge. Finally, we show 
the distributions for the gluon jet in fig. 1 (c). Within the statistics, they are compatible with 
being centered at zero. Thus the quark jet charges are significantly different from those of the 
gluons and the gluon jet charge is zero, as expected. Since the lepton jet might be biased, 
we consider the comparison of the highest energy jet and the gluon jet charge to be our main 
result. Note that charge conservation does not trivially imply that the gluon jet charge is zero. 
Given the charge of the lepton jet, the only constraint is that the sum of the highest energy jet 
and the gluon jet charge has to compensate the charge of the lepton jet. 
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The loss of particles due to the limited acceptance of the detector and the track selection 
cuts leads to statistical fluctuations in the measured jet charges. Without these fluctuations the 
total event charge or, equivalently, the sum of the three jet charges in a given event would be 
zero due to charge conservation. In our case, since we require an identified lepton to be present 
in the event, the mean event charge should be slightly shifted in the direction of the lepton 
charge. This effect is visible from table 1, by summing the contributions of the three jets, for 
the positive and negative lepton sample separately. We measure the mean of the total event 
charge distribution, with the positive and negative lepton sample combined, to be 0.04 ± 0.05 
with aRMS value of 1.9. The fact that this mean value is compatible with zero is an important 
check of possible systematic biases introduced by the selection cuts of the analysis. 
Since the results for the samples of negative and positive leptons are consistent with each 
other, we combine them. We reflect the charge distributions of the events with a positive 
lepton around zero and add them to those of the negative lepton events. The distributions thus 
obtained are shown in fig. 2. The mean combined jet charges are given in table 2. The charges 
of the highest energy jet and the gluon jet are (Q) = +0.24 ± 0.04 and (Q) = +0.03 ± 0.04, 
respectively. Thus the mean jet charges of the highest energy jet and the gluon jet differ by 3. 7 
standard deviations. 
In fig. 2 we also show the jet charge distributions obtained from the sample of JETSET 
events. JETSET describes the charge distributions well. The combined mean jet charges (Q) 
for the model are -0.35 ± 0.04 for the lepton jet, +0.21 ± 0.04 for the highest energy jet and 
+0.10 ± 0.06 for the gluon jet. The Monte Carlo predictions for the case of perfect quark 
and gluon separation and perfect quark charge identification, calculated including the effects 
of the detector, are -0.46 ± 0.05 for the lepton jet, +0.38 ± 0.05 for the highest energy jet and 
+0.06 ± 0.06 for the gluon jet. 
We have investigated various systematic effects which might bias the results. First we 
compared the jet charges obtained from the events that contain an electron with those from 
the events with muons. The resulting combined jet charges are shown in table 2. No difference 
in the jet charge is observed. 
Because of the bremsstrahlung nature of gluon radiation, the three jets have widely different 
energies. The average jet energies, calculated from the angles between the jets, are 42.2 GeV 
for the highest energy jets, 33.7 GeV for the lepton jets and 15.4 GeV for the gluon jet. The 
corresponding RMS values are 2.2 GeV, 7.1 GeV and 7.5 GeV. We studied the energy depen-
dence of the jet charge with JETSET Monte Carlo events, without the detector simulation, for 
centre of mass energies of 35, 60, 91 and 150 GeV. Instead of requiring the presence of a high 
momentum lepton, the quark and gluon jet identification and the quark charge separation were 
performed using Monte Carlo information. This influences the absolute value of the mean quark 
jet charges, but should not affect their energy dependence. All cuts not related to the lepton 
were the same as in the data analysis. In fig. 3 (a) the resulting mean jet charges are plotted 
versus the mean jet energy, calculated from the jet angles. Only a slight energy dependence is 
observed at small jet energies. It is negligible for our analysis. 
The association of particles, especially those with low momentum, to one of the jets depends 
on the choice of the jet algorithm. In the following we study the effects such uncertainties have 
on the determination of the jet charge. For this we used an alternative jet algorithm which is 
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based on angles rather than on invariant mass. Starting with the three jet axes given by the P 
scheme jet finder, we assign each particle to the jet closest to it in angle. We then recalculate the 
jet axes by summing the momenta of the newly assigned particles. This procedure is iterated 
until a stable configuration is obtained. We observe tha.t, for the P algorithm, about 1.3 charged 
particles per event are not associated to the nearest jet. The combined mea.n jet charge obtained 
with this method is (Q) = -0.39 ± 0.04 for the lepton jet and (Q) = +0.22 ± 0.04 for the 
highest energy jet. The jet charge of the gluon jet is (Q) = +0.05 ± 0.04. A comparison with 
the values given in ta.ble 1 shows tha.t. the misassocia.tion of tracks ha.s only a sma.ll effect on 
the jet charges and does not change our conclusions. 
As a.n additional cross check, we repeated the a.na.lysis with the alternative jet charge defi-
nition Q 1 : 
Ql = ( ) I (2) 
with 
(pll") = ( ~ PlliK ) I N,h. (3) 
In this definition, the particle charge q is weighted with the longitudinal momentum component 
Pll of the particle relative to its jet a.xis. As a result, the leading particles that carry the bulk of 
the primary pa.rton properties a.re given more weight than in the jet charge definition Q. The 
jet charge Q 1 is expected to be less dependent on low momentum particles. It is, however, more 
sensitive to the different fragmentation function of qua.rk a.nd gluons, especially for large values 
of the exponent K. For this reason, the value for K was chosen to be '" = 0.2. Using JETSET, 
we studied the probability Pq tha.t the jet charge a.nd the charge of the primary qua.rk ha.ve the 
sa.me sign, for values of the exponent Kin the ra.nge of 0.1 to 2.0. Due to the high momentum 
of the lepton, Pq is larger for the lepton jet than for the highest energy jet. For our choice 
of K = 0.2, Pq is about 70% for the highest energy jet and 77% for the lepton jet. The exa.ct 
knowledge of Pq is not important for the results of this analysis, however. 
The combined charge distributions for Q 1 a.re shown in fig. 4 together with the predictions 
of JETSET. As before, they are not corrected for the effects of the detector and the selection 
cuts. The combined mean jet charge (Q 1 ) is -0.70 ± 0.04 for the lepton jet and 0.30 ± 0.04 for 
the highest energy jet. The combined charge of the gluon jet is 0.02 ± 0.04. The la.rge difference 
in magnitude between the mea.n charge of the lepton jet a.nd the highest energy jet is due to 
the presence of the lepton. The energy dependence of the jet charge Q 1 is studied in the sa.me 
wa.y a.s a.bove and is a.gain found to be small, as shown in fig. 3 (b). With the jet charge Q 1 , 
we obtain a. difference of 4.9 standard deviations between the charge of the highest energy jet 
a.nd the gluon jet. This jet charge definition thus lea.ds to the same conclusions as before. 
5 Summary 
We ha.ve presented the jet charge distributions of quark a.nd gluon jets from a. sample of 1481 
three-jet events, collected in e+e- annihilations at LEP. The quark a.nd gluon jets ha.ve been 
separated through the observation of the semi-leptonic deca.y of bottom quarks, in combination 
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with energy ordering of the jets. The sign of the lepton charge was used to define samples of 
positively and negatively charged quark jets. In contrast to the lepton jet, the highest energy 
jet is not biased by the presence of the lepton. Thus we regard as our main result the charge 
distributions of the highest energy quark jets and the gluon jets. We observe that the mean jet 
charge of quark jets is incompatible with zero and that the sign of the jet charge corresponds to 
that expected for the primary quark. The mean charge of the gluon jet, however, is found to be 
entirely compatible with zero. The difference between the mean charge of the highest energy 
jet and the gluon jet is larger than 3. 7 standard deviations. We thus conclude that a significant 
difference in the jet charge distributions of quarks and gluons is observed, which arises from 
the different electric charge of quarks and gluons. 
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• 
jet negative lepton positive lepton 
lepton jet -0.37 ± 0.06 +0.36 ± 0.06 
HE jet +0.25 ± 0.05 -0.23 ± 0.05 
gluon jet +0.07 ± 0.06 +0.02 ± 0.06 
Table 1: Mean jet charges Q of the uncorrected data. distributions (see fig. 1) for the events 
containing a. negatively charged lepton and those containing a positively charged lepton. The 
errors are statistical only. 
event sample lepton jet HE jet gluon jet }.,Tevent 
all events -0.37 ± 0.04 +0.24 ± 0.04 +0.03 ± 0.04 1481 
J.l events -0.38 ± 0.05 +0.19 ± 0.05 +0.07 ± 0.05 867 
e events -0.35 ± 0.06 +0.31 ± 0.06 -0.03 ± O.Q7 614 
Table 2: Mean jet charges Q of the combined distributions (see fig. 2) for all events as well as 
for the electron and muon events separately. The errors are statistical only. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1: The measured jet charge distributions Q for (a) the lepton jets, (b) the highest 
energy jets (HE-jets) and (c) the gluon jets. The points with errors show the distributions for 
the events containing a negatively charged lepton. The histogram shows the distributions for 
events with a positive lepton. The errors for the histogram are about the same size as those of 
the points with errors. 
Figure 2: The measured jet charge distributions, as shown in fig. 1, but combining the 
jet charges of the events with negative and positive lepton as discussed in the text. The points 
with errors show the data; the histogram shows the prediction of the JETSET Monte Carlo 
including detector simulation and the same selection cuts as the data. 
Figure 3: The mean jet charges (Q) (a) and (Q') (b) of quark and gluon jets as a func-
tion of the jet energy. This plot was obtained from JETSET b-quark samples at the generator 
level, using centre of mass energies of 35,.60, 91 and 150 GeV. 
Figure 4: The combined jet charge distributions for the jet charge Q '. The points with 
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